Abstract. A number of HEP software packages used by the ATLAS experiment, including 
Introduction

16
The computational needs of modern HEP experiments like ATLAS continue to grow every 17 year; ATLAS' grid use is over a billion CPU-hours per year. At the same time, it is proving 18 increasingly difficult to grow the grid: Moore's Law is stalling out, and with the global financial could be adapted to HEP use, the corresponding cycles could be offloaded from the grid and 29 the recovered cycles used in any way that the experiment chooses. For these supercomputers to 30 be useful, it is not necessary that they be able to run any possible task, or even the majority 31 of tasks; what matters is not how many kinds of jobs that can be run but the total number of 32 cycles that can be offloaded from the grid.
33
Two kinds of tasks have been identified as relatively suitable for running on supercomputers: 34 event generation and simulation. The most suitable are the event generators, which tend to be 35 stand-alone, mostly computational, and require little in the way of external database access.
36
These correspond to perhaps 10 or 15% of ATLAS' grid usage. Simulation is somewhat more 37 difficult, as these tasks tend to be tied to a particular simulation's framework, and often require 38 database access for geometry and run conditions. However, these tasks take up approximately 39 two-thirds of the grid capacity, so there is a lot to be gained by moving even a fraction of them 40 to other resources.
41
We have been exploring the use of the supercomputers Intrepid and Mira, operated by the complicates their implementation on these systems.
66
Root[4] runs on the BG/P. In this case, the difficulty was in building a static executable.
67
In particular, this requires that static versions of libraries be installed, which is not always the 
96
These components are described in more detail below. 
Data Stager
98
The data stager processes OSG job descriptions, manages data transfers to and from OSG, select the resource to which the job should be assigned.
145
The service also polls the Data Stager for jobs that are ready to run. By this approach, we 146 are able to run services on multiple compute resources, enabling metascheduling of jobs across 147 them. When the service encounters a job that is ready to run, it retrieves the job description 148 from the URL specified in the message; the job description (Listing 1) identifies the process to 149 be run, the machine on which the job should be run, the parameters to use when submitting include a presubmission script that is to be executed to prepare the necessary inputs before 162 job submission. In the case of Alpgen, the presubmit script creates work directories into which 163 each of the processes will write their outputs.
164
Each job is processed in its own thread within the daemon, to eliminate the potential for one 165 job to affect others. The job thread manages the transfer of input files using the transfer module; 166 for ALCF systems, the transfer module uses GridFTP to transfer files from the input location 
Results
184
At ALCF we have generated over 81 million Alpgen events on Intrepid and delivered them 185 to ATLAS. These were a mix of Balsam and non-Balsam jobs. These events are presently 186 undergoing validation, however we expect no problems as samples of order 100,000 events are 187 bit-for-bit identical to ones produced on an x86.
188
Additionally, we have run one million CPU-hours of Root on Intrepid, primarily limit setting 189 with the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit [9] . As is typical of HEP computing, this job can be divided 190 into subtasks that naturally fit within the 512 node and 6 hour limits of a short job on Intrepid, 191 which in turn allows Cobalt to schedule these jobs opportunistically: at times we were running 192 more jobs than the policy strictly allowed, so that the scheduler could keep the machine busy.
193
The key to doing this efficiently is to be able to "reshape" a job: adjust the duration and the 194 number of nodes to be able to fit into an opportune opening. 
